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LSFS25

From Caribbean. Longish dark curly hair, partly tied back. Several earrings, including some huge gold-

coloured earrings. Quite attractive and fashionably dressed in bleach-denim shirt tied in the front 

and matching shorts.

Despite appearance, is in fact quite shy and nervous about boys in particular. Quite fancies some 

boys but if she ever gets asked out she says no. Sometimes wonders why afterwards but it’s said and

that’s that. Seems rather scared of having a boyfriend, also of sex, doesn’t like physical contact very 

much. Just the prospect of being alone with a boy she is very wary of and avoids if poss.

Goes round with two groups of friends. One from old school ([NAME OF SCHOOL]) and one from 

Sixth Form Centre. Has made new friends as she was the only one from [NAME OF SCHOOL] to come 

here. Has a problem year at [NAME OF SCHOOL] (third year?) when friends stopped talking to her. It 

seemed to improve the following year. It seemed that they thought she was posh and she couldn’t 

stand the way they spoke (“know what I mean”). Thinks you don’t get on if you speak like that. 

Lives with mother and sister. Has half brother with different mother. Sees father every Sunday. He 

comes and takes them out (except mum) to sports centre. She’s very keen on sports and training. 

Hopes to do business management degree, though not sure why, but thinks it sounds interesting. 

Wants good job in order to leave England which she thinks is going down the drain. 

Thinks she will get married one day and wants it to be for life. Boyfriends don’t seem to be on the 

agenda for her “not part of the picture”. She’s quite aware of AIDS – learned about it from video in 

sex ed, but came out with rather stereotyped views re homosexuals. Said would want to protect 

herself and would carry condoms around, but getting pregnant is a greater fear than AIDS for her – 

she’s very concerned not to get pregnant. Also thinks that young people don’t get AIDS much – it’s 

from the age of about 24 onwards! 

She’s got lots of quotable remarks!

Forgot to ask about re-interview and diary – think she might…..?


